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chil6n, Piedras Negras, and Palenque, mute witnesses to influences that
traveled between the adjacent highlands and lowlands.

Toward the southeast, the highlands of Guatemala encounter no mas-
sive ecological divide of the kind which at the time of the Spanish Con-
quest divided agricultural Middle America from the arid wasteland to
the north. The southern border of Middle American culture-running
approximately along l0 degrees north latitude from Puerto Lim6n on
the Caribbean to the Gulf o{ Nicoya on the Pacific-was not an en-
vironmental barrier but merely a political and economic frontier. It
marked the maximum perimeter of expansion reached by Middle Ameri-
can settlers and traders pushing down through the narrow neck of land
toward South America. The centrifugal pull of political allegiances di-
vided the region o{ this cultural frontier among Guatemala, Honduras,
and El Salvador.

Although the bulk of Middle America is mountainous, along the
Pacific shore and along the Gulf the highlands are edged by coasts-
two coasts as difierent as the two oceans on which they fringe. The Gulf
coast is relatively broad: it measures 45 miles at its widest point; the
west coast, only a dozen miles at its widest, is narrow. The west coast is
hot and arid; the east coast is rainy. On the east coast, rains average be-
tween 50 and 118 inches per year, some areas receiving even more. On
the west coast, in contrast, there is little rain, and fate, in one of the iro-
nies that plague this land, has also made it nearly impossible to draw water
from the rivers into the thirsty fields. The rivers of this coast fall down
to the sea from great heights. They often run dry in the dry seasonl but
when the snows melt upland, or heavy rainfall beats on the upland
reaches of the Pacific watershed, they swell with water and malevolence
and flood the country. On the east coast, however, where rainfall is more
than sufficient for human purposes, the problem is too much water
rather than too little. Like the Papaloapan, the rivers here are turgid
with water, long, and slow-moving, winding now this way, now that way,
o{ten inundating the country about themo their periodic floods long one
of Mexico's sorrows.

Only in two areas is the rainy belt of the east coast interrupted by
other climates. In central Veracruz, an arid wedge penetrates the tropi-
cal rain forest near the ruins of Cempoala. Here oothe plain groans in
solitude, delivered over to that sun," and irrigation was needed to allow
human beings to live in concentrated settlements. And, againo north-
western Yucatdn is dry hush, a country with long, waterless winters and
Iittle annual rainfall. There water runs deep underground, and people
make their homes where the waters penetrate to the surface in natural
wells, called cenotes (in Yucatecan-Spanish adaptation of the Maya
word, d,z'onot). Further south, where cenotes are increasingly rare, water
is obtained rnainly from small dolines filled with rainwater or from
numerous small lakes, many of which have never been explored or
named.

Rainfall increases as one travels toward the south (lB inches of rain-
fall a year at Progreso, 35 at M6rida,48 at Valladolid, 83 at Belize),
until each increment of water delivered to the land recreates the condi.
tions of the tropical rain forest. This forest separates the peninsula of
Yucatdn from its Middle American base; so dense and impassable does
it become that, as far as communication is concernedo the peninsula is
almost an island.

A belt of hot swampy jungle and grassland, crossed by slow, winding
rivers like the Coatzacoalcos, the Grijalva, and the Candelaria extends
from southern Veracruz to Campeche. Here it rains for nine months out
of the year; rainfall for the nine-month period averages between ?5 and
100 inches. The rivers periodically flood their banks. Even in pre-llis-
panic times, this country never supported a dense population: estimates
put the pre-Conquest population at 30,000. The Indians rather prized it
for its precious yield of cacao and for its numerous inlets and lagoons
linking southern Veracruz with the Maya.speakers in a series of portages
and ports of call.

The belt of moist forest continues inland, until it reaches the moun-
tains that rise toward the uplands of Chiapas and Guatemala. Here and
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izing on the variations of their environment, move like moons around

a pl-anet, in the field of force of a town on the valley floor. Perched on

the flank of a great mountain, centered upon its lonely whitewashed

church, surrounaed by its fields of maize, an Indian village in Mexico

or Guatemala can seem infinitely isolated and self-sufficient. Yet the im-

pression is deceptive: for nearly three thousand years ytqql" American

communities have formed the warp and woo{ of larger Middle American

worlds.
As the villages in a valley converge uPon a valley town, so the valley

towns converge upon a regional capital. So also may two regions be

pulled towarJ a tlwn strategically located at their juncture. Thus the

io"al co.rr-unity forms part of an ever widening network of relations,

reaching toward 
"rn", 

*id"r external connections. The relationships of

""orro-i" 
exchange, mediated through markets which link village to

valley town, valley town to regional capital, translate the centrifugal

tendencies of the environment into centripetal, cohesive Patterns. Where

nature pulls toward disunity, men have wrought unity in diversity

through human means.
Bui tfliddl" American history has thrown up still other {orces working

toward ever widening cohesion. Traditionally such forces have had

their origins in areas favored over their hinterland with relatively abun-

dant lanl, crops, and means of transportation, areas capable oj-gener'

ating more 
"tr"tgy 

than could be used up within each area itself. Such

area"s are key ut""t of social development, nodal points of growth, which

pull other aieas into fields of force. In Middle America, such areas have

Leen, at one time or another, the valley of Mexico, the frontier marches

between the settled world of the cultivators and the nomadic world of

the food collectors in Hidalgo, the region of cholula and Puebla and

nearby Tlaxcala, the basin of Luk" PStzcuaro, the Bajio,-the asin of

JaIiscL, Morelos, pockets in the mountains of the southern highland, the

valley of oaxaca, the basins of highland Guatemala, the Pet6n, northern
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Yucat6n, southern Veracruz, and Tabasco. The most enduring of these
has been the valley of Mexico.

From such areas have proceeded all movements toward the integra-
tion o{ Middle America, in its ancient and modern forms. Thus Teoti-
huacdn spread its influence from the valley of Mexico throughout
Middle America during the first millennium l.n. Thus the armies of
Tula and Tenochtitldn moved {rom the valley or its vicinity to conquer
wide areas of Middle America during the first half of the second mil-
lennium of our era. Thus the Spaniards attempted to govern their New
Spain from Mexico City {or the period of their three centuries of colo-
nial rule during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eightbenth centuries.
Thus independence from Spain produced a brie{ period of Middle
American political integration in the early decades of the nineteenth
century, until the structure again fell apart in political chaos. Thus
today the two republics, Mexico and Guatemala, from their respective
capitals in the valley of Mexico and in the basin of Guatemala strive
to organize their countries into centripetal galactic systems to contain
the ever present centrifugal tendencies toward localism and regional
isolation.

These areas have repeatedly spurred the movement toward political
integration, because they alone could generate time and again the en-
ergy needed {or more complex social development. Always they are
areas in which, given an adequate technology, men could consistently
produce a social surplus, sufficiently large not only to increase popu-
lation but also to widen the division of labor of their societies.

A society which can divert some of its members from the food quest
into {ull-time specialization can at the same time free skills and knowl-
edge from the narrow confines of the individual household and speed
their development in a multitude of crafts and occupations. Inevitably,
in the development of human societies, such a growth of economic sur-
plus and diversification of labor are accompanied by still a third phe-
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nornenon: the rise o{ the full-time political specialist, to co-ordinate the
increased efiorts of an increasingly diversified population and to arbi-
trate the disputes of its newly formed interest groups. Inevitably, also,
such political specialization constitutes a turning point in the lives of
most societies; for the functions of co-ordination and arbitration spell
power, and power is translatable into special liens on goods and services.
Perhaps, as Franz Oppenheimer recognized long ago. there is no in-
herent reason why such services should be rewarded more heavily thart
those of other skilled specialists. Yet, inevitably, where political special-
ists have assumed the task of conceritrating and reallocating the surplus
to other mernbers of their society, they have concentrated both wealth
and the power that goes with wealth in their own hands and for their
own PurPoses.

When an area becomes the setting of such multiple growth, it begins
to draw the villages and towns of its periphery like a magnet. Its grow-
ing population ofiers an ever increasing market o{ ready consumers {or
the produce of the countryside; its craft specialists need raw materials
to convert into finished products; its elite, hungry for surpluses, begins
to look beyond the confines of its domain to other domains. Porver exer-
cised within the society grows into political and military power exer-
cised against the outside. Through widening conquest and widening
trade, the solar system of the {avored area becomes a galaxy, absorbing
the constellations of villages and towns beyond its limits, building a
super-regional ecology under the aegis of the growing state. But the

process is also reversible. The cohesion of such a galaxy depends ulti-
mately on the pull o{ its center; if the key area weakens in its power of
attraction, the satellite systems slip again'from their orbits around it
and resume their independent courses. In this way galaxies again yield
to solar systems, until another key area can generate power for a new
metabolic cycle of integration. Thus, upon the face of this land, human
societies have grown and declined in continuous pulsations, first widen-
ing their scope, then retreating again, in continuous tension between
expansion and decay.
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